Abstract: Due to the similarity in non-homonymy regions in images, the process of image registration based on featured regions may lead to matching errors. To reduce the occurrence of errors, we propose an algorithm that optimizes overlap reductions of featured regions. By reducing similar non-homonymy regions in images, the distinction between feature regions and the matching accuracy can be effectively improved.
Introduction
With the advancement of spatial data acquisition and image processing technologies such as remote sensing images, the demand for image registration has also increased. Image registration method based on featured regions is widely used for its good performance. Currently, better performing regional extraction algorithms include: Harris-affine [1] , Hessian-affine [1] , MSER [2] , Kadir-Brady saliency detector [3] , EBR [4] and IBR [5] . The MSER algorithm proposed by J. Matas obtains a relatively stable affine invariant region based on the relative change between the threshold and the area of extremum region in the neighboring threshold binary image. The Hessian-Affine algorithm and the Harris-Affine algorithm proposed by Mikolajczyk are used to detect the corner points and normalize them by using the Hessian matrix in multi-scale space and Harris operator in Gaussian space respectively. Furthermore, Mikolajczyk analyzes the performance of various image registration algorithms, of [6] which the MSER algorithm performs best, followed by the Hessian-Affine, Harris-Affine algorithms and so on.
These algorithms mainly optimize the stability of homonymy region extraction. In addition, there are researchers like Cheng et al. [7] combining MSER and SIFT methods. This is done by utilizing the removal feature of low information entropy and poor spatial distribution from the detection results of MSER featured regions with the SIFT method of feature description and registration, which improves affine invariant registration robustness. Van Gool et al. [5] , [8] proposed two methods for affine invariant region extraction successively, yet both produce poor results for images with small overlapping regions. Nevertheless, there still exist problems in the invariant description of feature region.
In the process of extracting and defining featured regions, a high matching accuracy is obtained by maintaining consistencies in descriptions of the homonymy feature regions and distinguishability of non-homonymy feature regions. It is primarily the effects of texture similarity and region overlap that cause confusion in non-homonymy regions.
Based on the fact mentioned above, this paper proposes a method optimizing the overlap reductions of feature region to reduce similar non-homonymy regions caused by region overlap.
Sectioned into three parts, this paper will first define the relevant parameters for measuring the coverage and distinguishability of featured regions. Next, we will touch upon the optimization algorithm of overlap reductions. Finally, the specific experimental verification and the overall evaluation of the algorithm are given.
The Coverage and Distinguishability Measure of Feature Regions

The Coverage of Feature Regions
To measure the degree of region overlap, we first define the overlap rate of the two feature regions and as:
where ∩ denotes the intersection of two regions, | | denotes the potential of the region. The larger is, the higher the overlap degree is between and .
To measure the overlap degree of the entire image, the featured regions' average overlap rate of the entire image is obtained via:
where n is the number of all feature regions in the image. 
The Distinguishability of Feature Regions
The separation degree is used as an evaluation index to measure the distinguishability of feature regions and indicate the difference between the region and other feature regions in the image. High degree of separation indicates high distinguishability of the region. Such index can be obtained by the following:
where ( ) is the feature descriptor of the feature region , is the Euclidean distance between the features, and denotes the total number of image feature regions. The average separation degree of image is denoted as ̅̅̅̅̅̅ . The value of ̅̅̅̅̅̅ reflects the distinguishability of the overall feature region in the image. The value corresponds directly to the influence of the confusion of non-homonymy regions in the image feature region matching process, and indirectly with matching accuracy.
Entropy is the main parameter for measuring information carrying capacity. The two-dimensional entropy of the feature region can be used to measure the information carrying capacity of the region. The two-dimensional entropy of the region Q is defined as the following:
where ( ) represents the probability that the gray value appears in the region Q. The higher the value of , the greater the amount of information carried in the region, the richer the detailed information used for feature description, and the more distinguishable the region is from other regions.
The Optimization Method of Overlap Reductions
The Optimization Method
The main purpose of optimizing overlap reductions is to remove regions with high overlap and low discriminability.
There exists a valid region , which satisfies the following condition:
Then any valid feature region should be removed from the valid regions. In the formula, 0 represents the threshold of overlap rate and its value is in the range of [0,1]. The probability of removing increases as 0 reaches 1. Utilizing the method above, if region overlaps with other regions, and carries less information, then region should be removed. Utilizing the above method, the available information in the feature region can be well preserved. However, the initial sequences of featured regions will affect the stability of the optimization results by rendering the optimization of the featured regions between the reference image and registered image out of synchronization. Thereby, reducing the consistency of optimized feature regions.
The Initial Sorting of Feature Regions
A reasonable initial sorting of the feature regions can enhance the stability of the culling and thus becomes a necessity. The initial sorting strategy is related to the regional optimization effect.
The initial sorting is mainly based on the number of coverage layers from the largest to the smallest. The number of coverage layers of the region Q* is defined as * : * = ∑ * , =
where,
With identical coverage layer parameters, this paper proposes three culling strategies, based on the area of feature region: large region first, small region first, and mixed strategy: a) Large Region First Feature regions with large overlap areas are removed as we process region areas by descending size.
b) Small Region First
Feature regions with large overlap areas are removed as we process region areas by ascending size.
c) Mixed Strategy
Uniformly retain feature regions of various areas through alternative usage of processing by ascending and descending area size.
Due to the fact that front region in the sequence is more likely to be culled; it is necessary to preserve regions with high entropy. To do so, the regions with both the same area and same overlap area under above three strategies are sorted according to the value of two-dimensional entropy from small to large.
Experiment Results
The Experiment Method
We choose 8 normal images and their affine transformation images whose ordinates are in the range of
[5°，40°] with a gradient of 5°, and abscissas with a gradient of 5°, are selected as experimental dataset and used to carry out the experiment.
The original images for the experiment are shown as follows: The experiments conducted by Mikolajczyk K et al. [1] have confirmed that MSER is the most suitable algorithm for the geometric deformation caused by scene and acquisition perspective changes. Thus, MSER is chosen as an example algorithm in this experiment.
In this experiment, the overlap reduction optimization algorithm proposed in this paper is used to optimize the overlap reduction for all image feature regions, and extract the parameter values of ̅̅̅̅̅̅ and ̅̅̅̅̅̅ . The reference images before and after optimization and their affine transformation images are respectively feature matched by 2 nearest neighbors, then we compare matching performance. The threshold 0 of the overlap rate is taken to be 0.5 here.
The Evaluation Indicators
To measure algorithm performance, the false match rate is defined as following:
represents the removed pairs of points and represents the total number of pairs before removing false matches through RANSAC.
can be used to directly reflect the matching accuracy of the above matching algorithm.
The Experiment Result
The performance of port images in the feature matching optimization experiment is shown as follows: The experimental results of the overlap rate obtained before and after optimizing MSER feature matching for the original images are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 clearly indicates that the optimization algorithm can significantly reduce the overlap of feature areas.
The experimental results of the distinguishability obtained before and after optimizing MSER feature matching for the original images are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 indicates that after the optimization, the average values of distinguishability of the feature regions have improved significantly. The results prove that the optimization method effectively increases distinguishability between feature regions of images while removing overlapping areas.
The experimental results of the mismatching rate before and after optimizing MSER feature matching between the original images and the images with a gradient angle of 5° both in abscissa and ordinate are shown in Table 3 : Table 3 indicates that the mismatch rate of feature regions after optimization is significantly reduced, suggesting the effectiveness of optimization algorithm in improving the accuracy of feature region matching. The experimental results of the mismatching rate before and after optimizing MSER feature regions matching between the original images and their affine transformation images are recorded in Table 4 . Our results indicate that our algorithm demonstrates good adaptability and stability for image feature region matching under affine transformation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an optimization algorithm for overlap reduction of similar feature regions. The algorithm helps by reducing the degree of feature regions, improving the distinguishability of feature regions, and effectively reducing the mismatch rate of feature regions. The algorithm not only performs well in remote sensing image processing, but also generally applicable to most algorithms that register in units of feature regions.
In this algorithm, the way we choose parameters for the determination and elimination of overlapping regions is still under a very basic strategy. In the future, we may improve the effect of overlapping region culling strategy by adding adaptive parameter selection or using machine learning methods to further improve the accuracy of image registration.
